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Pain serves an important role in our lives, but the pain we experience is not always accurately 
representative of the stimulus causing the pain. Many cognitive factors influence the way we 
perceive pain, including vision. Previous research has shown that vision acts as an individual 
cognitive system that can affect the representation of the body. By changing the visual size of the 
hand while administering a thermal pain stimulus, we attempted to examine the analgesic effects 
of visual input on pain perception. Based on prior hypotheses regarding multiple body systems 
and bodily control, we hypothesized that magnifying the hand would lead to greater control and 
less pain, while minifying the hand would lead to less control and more pain. Blocking the view 
of the hand would lead to the least control and most pain. We found no group differences in pain 
thresholds or in pain ratings of suprathreshold temperatures. There were also no differences 
between groups in the temperature of the hand. Previous research that reported an effect on pain 
may have been indirectly measuring the effects of seeing a stimulus, rather than the hand. We 
conclude that, while more research is needed to further understand the cognitive processes at 
work, there is not an effect of changing the size of the hand on pain.  
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 Pain serves an important and adaptive role in our lives as humans. It informs us of danger 
and allows us to heal. However, our experience of pain is not always truly representative of the 
stimulus causing the pain. In fact, the pain we perceive from a noxious stimulus can be 
influenced by many factors, including expectations, emotion, attention, and vision. These factors 
are all cognitive and can be modulated moment to moment, changing the way we perceive pain 
in real time. In this study, we are interested specifically in how changing the visual size of a limb 
affects the perception of thermal pain on that limb.  
 Some cognitive factors that influence the perception of pain are expectations and 
anticipation. Expectations refer to the amount of pain one expects to feel, and anticipation often 
refers to top-down processes that occur when one is expecting to feel pain. The placebo effect is 
a well-known phenomenon involving the reduction of pain in response to a treatment that 
provides no real sensory or pharmacological impact. This sense of analgesia, or the reduction of 
pain, is thought to be modulated by the expectation to receive a treatment. In a 2004 fMRI study, 
Wager et al. found that, when given a placebo treatment for a thermal pain stimulus, participants 
reported decreased pain. They also had decreased BOLD signal activity in pain areas of the 
brain, as well as increased activity in prefrontal regions in anticipation of pain. This indicates 
that placebos, specifically the cognitive expectation and anticipation of changes in pain, can 
influence pain perception.  
 Emotion can also influence perceptions of pain, depending on level of arousal and the 
valence of the emotion, meaning whether it is positive or negative. Research has shown that 
depressed mood can lead to a dysregulation of the neural substrates that influence pain 
perception and lead to an increase in the experienced unpleasantness of pain (Berna et al., 2010). 
In one study, researchers showed participants photographs that were unpleasant (fear or disgust), 
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neutral, or pleasant (erotic or nurturant) and then performed a cold-pressor task to induce pain. 
They found that unpleasant images increased pain intensity and unpleasantness, and erotic 
images decreased intensity and unpleasantness ratings in men only (Meagher, Arnau, & Rhudy, 
2001). Emotion can therefore regulate pain in a positive or negative way. 
 Attention and pain have a bidirectional relationship. Having high levels of pain has been 
shown to negatively impact performance on highly attention-demanding tasks, which could have 
functional implications for people who have ongoing or chronic pain (Eccleston, 1994). 
Conversely, highly attention-demanding tasks, such as virtual reality programs, have been 
developed to specifically help ease pain in some populations without having to use 
pharmacological solutions (Garrett et al., 2014). Attention is both an effective modulator of 
cognitive resources and is modulated by those resources. Therefore it is also both a modulator of 
pain and able to be modulated by pain. 
 The cognitive discipline of interest in this study is vision of the body. Vision is a highly 
cognitive process. One pain disorder that is particularly implicated in this area of research is 
phantom limb pain. In some cases, when someone has been in an accident or been through 
surgery and lost a limb, the person can still feel sensations that seem to be coming from the limb 
that was removed. Especially after surgeries, these sensations can be painful. Since there are no 
actual pain receptors in this limb sending signals to the brain, this kind of pain is especially hard 
to treat without considering cognitive factors. Some treatments have involved giving patients the 
illusion that the limb is, in fact, still there using a mirror image of the other limb. This then gives 
the impression that the body part is still there and they have some control over it (Ramachandran, 
1994). The current project investigates the intersection of these two sensory systems – vision and 
pain – and is relevant for the treatment of pain disorders involving vision, such as phantom limb 
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pain. While cognitive factors are major contributors to the experience of pain, it is not a purely 
cognitive phenomenon.  
The Neural Basis of Pain 
There are multiple brain areas associated with pain. An important terminating location of 
ascending neurons carrying pain information is the primary somatosensory cortex (S1). This area 
also receives non-painful touch information. It contains a somatotopic map, with different areas 
of the body surface having varying amounts of this cortex devoted to their interpretation. Pain 
and non-painful touch information remain somewhat separate throughout this pathway – from 
peripheral nerves to the cortex. Painful information, which goes to Brodmann area 3a, and non-
painful information, which goes to areas 3b/1 have been shown to compete with each other for 
cortical recognition, which can explain why rubbing a skin area that is in pain can sometimes 
have analgesic, or pain-decreasing effects (Vierck, Whitsel, Favorov, Brown, & Tommerdahl, 
2013). Further, Hollins, McDermott, and Harper (2014) demonstrated that vibration as a non-
painful stimulus, administered to the hand, has analgesic effects that are most likely not 
explained by distraction or by center-surround receptive fields in the spinal cord, but rather are 
most likely due to cortical competition between areas 3a and 3b/1 in S1. 
 There are other cortical areas that interpret the way we perceive pain, collectively 
referred to as the “pain matrix.” These include the secondary somatosensory cortex (S2) as well 
as association areas of the brain such as posterior parietal cortex, anterior insula, and anterior 
cingulate cortex (ACC) (Romano & Maravita, 2014; Longo, Iannetti, Mancini, Driver, & 
Haggard, 2012). There are different theories about how these areas work together to produce the 
perception of pain. Some researchers theorize that patterns of simultaneous activation of all of 
the different areas are necessary for perception, rather than the individual influence of one area 
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or another. Others see the different areas as individual contributors, each providing a free-
standing piece of the total information (Legrain, Iannetti, Plaghki, & Mouraux, 2011).  
 Not only do different brain areas interpret incoming pain information, but they can also 
influence that information in a top-down manner, like a feedback system. A group of brain areas 
that has been known to influence both tactile and pain information is the so-called “visual body 
network,” which consists of the superior parietal lobules, posterior lateral occipital cortex, and 
occipitotemporal cortex (Longo et al., 2012). This network is thought to be the neural basis for 
the visual representation of one’s own body. The whole body representation is influenced by not 
only vision, but also other sensory systems, such as somatosensation, pain, proprioception, and 
motor movements. The activity of these different systems of the body has been hypothesized to 
create the cognitive representation of the body at any point in time (Walk & Heller, 2014).  
Theoretical Explanations of Multiple Body Systems 
 Current theories on the interaction of these different systems, such as vision, 
proprioception, and somatosensation, are ever changing. The two major views of how body 
representations are formed differ in their ideas of how the systems interact to form the 
representation. These were well defined by Walk and Heller (2014). The first view is that the 
representation comes from the inherent, simultaneous activity of all systems. In other words, the 
activity of one sensory system, such as vision, can influence the way information in another 
system, like pain, is processed and perceived. This hypothesis is similar to the previously 
discussed idea that the pain matrix operates based on selective, simultaneous patterns of 
activation of all areas.  
 The other major view of multiple body systems is modular. It says that all of these 
systems exist individually, and it is their interaction that leads to the body representation in real 
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time. In other words, the activity of one system, vision, would not significantly influence the way 
pain information, for example, was processed in S1. Here, changing just one system would alter 
the body representation. There are different versions of this idea existing in the literature. One of 
these suggests that there are online and offline body representations that are integrated. The 
offline representation is more stable and stems from our proprioceptive, visual, and motor 
experiences from memory, while online representations are modified in real-time and are more 
vulnerable to changes in the environment (Carruthers, 2008). Another example is Milner and 
Goodale’s (1995) theory, which describes two systems: one for perception and recognition of the 
body and one for action that serves to guide motion and behavior.  
 A large part of research on vision and the body has been grounded in the idea of body 
ownership. This has been defined as the subjective experience that your body belongs to you and 
is always there (Moseley, Parsons, & Spence, 2008). This sense of ownership is often disrupted 
in some clinical populations, such as people with schizophrenia and phantom limb syndrome, 
and the disruption can contribute to pain. Some research has shown that a sense of body 
ownership can be experimentally disrupted in healthy participants as well, leading to changes in 
pain perception (Ramachandran & Rogers-Ramachandran, 2007). One thing that has been 
associated with the disownership of a limb or body part is a measurable physiological cooling of 
that limb (Moseley et al., 2008). This is further evidence for the idea of top-down regulation of 
body ownership. 
Previous Research on Vision and the Body 
 Many studies have been conducted to examine the effects of changes in one body system 
– vision. In 1998, Botvinick and Cohen did an experiment in which they placed a rubber left 
hand on the table in front of participants while the participants’ actual left hand was also placed 
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on the table but hidden from view. This created the illusion that participants were looking at their 
own left hand. Both the subject’s left hand, which was hidden from sight, and the rubber hand 
were synchronously stroked or asynchronously stroked with a paintbrush. When they were 
synchronously rather than asynchronously stroked, participants felt more strongly that the hand 
they were viewing was their own left hand rather than a foreign object. Also, when asked to 
close their eyes and place their right finger under the table where they thought their hand was, 
participants who experienced synchronous stroking indicated that their real hand was closer to 
the rubber hand than those who experienced asynchronous stroking. Following these findings, 
this phenomenon was referred to as the rubber hand illusion (RHI). The study highlighted the 
idea that body representations are not fixed in our brains, but can be influenced and updated in 
real time by visual inputs and somatosensory information. It also suggests that these cognitive 
systems work together in some way to influence the total body representation.  
 In a 2008 study, Moseley et al. furthered the results of Botvinick and Cohen’s research by 
measuring skin temperature of the hand that was part of the illusion. They used the same 
protocol as Botvinick and Cohen. Moseley et al. (2008) performed a series of six experiments to 
test different variables that could account for changes in skin temperature. Overall, they found 
that there was a decrease in skin temperature specific to the limb associated with the illusion 
during the RHI only, and not before, after, or when normally viewing one’s own hand. Further, 
when participants’ hands were asynchronously stroked, which has been shown to reduce the 
vividness of the RHI without eliminating it, the temperature change was reduced, and the 
magnitude of the skin temperature change was correlated with the vividness of the RHI. This 
indicates that there is a measurable, physiological aspect of body disownership.  
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 To investigate the effects on body representations while changing visual input by 
magnifying or reducing hand size, Walk and Heller (2014) conducted an experiment without 
involving somatosensation or proprioception. In this study, participants viewed either their own 
hand or a neutral object through a viewing tube on top of a box. The hand was stationary inside 
the box in order to eliminate any proprioceptive cues of hand size. There were no other objects or 
visual cues inside the box or visible to the subject, including the experimenter’s hands. Subjects 
looked through a lens into the box under one of three conditions: 2x magnification, normal view, 
or 2x minification. Participants were then asked to estimate the vertical and horizontal lengths of 
their hand or the objects using unmarked wood slots that were moved by the experimenter. They 
were asked to estimate the actual size of their hand, not the size it looked. There were greater 
errors in size estimates for the squares, or nonbody objects, than for their hands, indicating a 
more stable body representation than object representation.  
 Interestingly, underestimation of size was common in all conditions, including the 
magnified condition, suggesting that a perceived increase in hand size could be more difficult to 
induce. The finding that normal hand views were also underestimated indicates that visual 
information contributes to body perception, but other systems, such as somatosensation and 
proprioception, are necessary to maintain accurate body representations. The finding that 
distorting visual information leads to distortions of hand size further supports the idea that body 
representations are not completely stable and are able to be changed by an individual cognitive 
system – vision. This supports the hypothesis that body representations stem from the interaction 
of multiple individual sensory systems.   
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Pain and Viewing the Body 
 Other studies have explored the effects that seeing the body has on pain. Longo, Betti, 
Aglioti, and Haggard (2009) investigated this using pain caused by an infrared laser while 
measuring laser-evoked potentials (LEPs) using EEG. Participants viewed a mirror image of 
their left hand, creating the illusion that they were looking at their right hand that was actually 
receiving the laser stimuli. In the control conditions, either an object or the experimenter’s hand 
was placed in front of the mirror, rather than the subject’s left hand. The findings showed that 
seeing one’s own body, compared to an object or someone else’s body, led to reduced pain 
intensity and unpleasantness ratings. Also, an N2/P2 complex that has been linked to parallel 
activations in three brain areas relating to pain was present in the EEG data. The amplitude of 
this potential was significantly reduced when participants viewed their own hand, rather than an 
object or another person’s hand. These data suggest that viewing the body while a noxious 
stimulus is presented can significantly reduce both pain ratings and neurological measures of 
pain processing.  
 To expand the findings from the previous study and examine whether visual analgesic 
effects could be enhanced or reduced, another study was conducted that distorted the vision of 
the body (Mancini, Longo, Kammers, & Haggard, 2011). In this experiment, thermal pain 
stimuli were used while participants viewed either their own hand or an object through a mirror. 
The mirror made the hand or object appear at either normal size, 2x magnification, or 2x 
reduction (minification). In this study, a fake stimulator was placed on the visible hand to 
enhance the illusion that subjects were looking at the stimulated hand. Each subject was exposed 
to all three visual sizes, and heat pain thresholds were measured. The temperature rose at two 
degrees Celsius per second, and participants pressed a foot lever when they first felt pain. The 
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researchers found that pain was reduced when seeing the hand versus the object. Further, pain 
was reduced more when the hand appeared magnified than when it was viewed at normal size, 
indicated by higher heat pain thresholds. Also, pain was higher when viewing the hand minified 
compared to normal. These results support the idea that vision can influence pain perception. 
However, other findings from the study did not indicate a change in sense of body ownership. 
Participants agreed with the questionnaire statement, “I felt like the hand I was looking at was 
my hand” equally whether the size was normal or distorted.  
 Romano and Maravita (2014) offered an explanation for these findings by measuring skin 
conductance response (SCR) in response to real and simulated (coming very close but not ever 
actually touching) contact with the hand. They found that the SCR was reduced when viewing 
one’s own magnified hand compared to viewing their normal sized hand. The researchers 
suggest that body ownership could factor into this finding because increasing the size of the hand 
can increase visual acuity, and therefore might increase the sense of body ownership of that 
hand. In their view, a sense of body ownership reduces pain. This would also explain the effect 
of minifying the hand such that visual acuity would be reduced, further reducing the sense of 
body ownership. It is also supported by the finding that viewing the hand, which allows for better 
visual acuity and sense of ownership than viewing an object, leads to analgesia. Viewing an 
object allows for no visual acuity of the hand, and therefore little or no ownership of it, leading 
to more pain. 
  Although these two studies yielded compatible results, another study found opposite 
effects of distorting hand size on pain ratings (Moseley, Parsons, & Spence, 2008). In this study, 
patients with chronic pain in one arm were asked to perform hand movements instructed by the 
experimenters. There were four viewing conditions. Subjects were assigned to either (1) look 
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directly at their arm, (2) look at their arm through a clear lens, (3) look through a 2x magnifying 
lens, or (4) look through a 2x minifying lens. The findings showed increased pain ratings for 
viewing their arm magnified compared to viewing it at normal size and decreased pain ratings 
for viewing it minified compared to normal size. Even the swelling of their fingers, a clinical 
symptom that occurred in the normal viewing conditions because of the movements, was reduced 
in the minified condition. These results are opposite from those in the previous studies, but this 
could be explained with similar theoretical ideas and from the use of different populations. The 
experimenters employ the idea of body ownership, stating that the minified view of the arm 
produces a reduced sense of ownership, but that this reduced sense of ownership can lead to 
reduced pain in patients with chronic pain. This could be because many chronic pain patients 
have an abnormally sensitive neuronal pain system and a body representation in which pain plays 
an important role. When body ownership is reduced, the system may become less active, leading 
to reduced pain.   
Hypotheses 
 Although some evidence is conflicting, it seems that most of it supports the idea of 
multiple individual body systems interacting to produce a sense of body ownership. In the 
current study, we used a similar apparatus to that of Walk and Heller (2014) with four 
experimental conditions: 2x magnification, normal view, 2x minification, and view-blocked. 
Thermal stimuli were used to elicit pain in participants’ hands while they view their hand (or not) 
in one of the four conditions. Based on the idea that magnifying the body produces increased 
visual acuity and therefore increased body ownership, we hypothesized that the magnified 
condition would have elevated pain thresholds and lower pain ratings compared to the other three 
conditions. Because minifying the hand appears to have the opposite effect on body ownership, 
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we expected this condition to have lower pain thresholds and higher pain ratings compared to the 
normal group. Overall, we expected all three of the viewing conditions to have lower pain ratings 
and thresholds compared to the view-blocked condition. 
 We also took the temperature of the participants’ hands at three different points: (1) 
before applying the stimuli, (2) after determining pain thresholds, and (3) after the pain-scaling 
portion of the experiment. We expected that in the magnified condition, the temperature would 
be more stable across measurements, as these participants should have better ownership of their 
bodies according to previous hypotheses. Conversely, in the minified condition, we expected that 
participants would have greater reductions in skin temperature due to the disownership of their 
bodies compared to the normal condition.  
 Lastly, we used questionnaire measures to examine the effectiveness of the distortion or 
illusion. The questionnaire first asks participants to state how large and how far away their hand 
looked, and then asks them to state how large and how far away their hand felt. We hypothesized 
that participants in the distorted conditions would not only report that their hand looked different, 
but also that it felt different from normal.  
Method 
Participants 
 Participants were 81 undergraduate students aged 18-25 at UNC Chapel Hill, recruited 
from the PSYC 101 participant pool. For their participation, subjects received one hour of credit 
toward a requirement for the class. The study was approved by the Office of Human Research 
Ethics at UNC Chapel Hill, and subjects gave informed, written consent before beginning the 
study. They were told they could end participation at any point for any reason without penalty 
and would receive credit to the nearest half hour that they participated. Subjects were 
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prescreened and excluded from the study if, by self-report, they had any visual impairment not 
corrected by glasses or contacts or if they were impaired in touch or temperature perception.  
 Three subjects were excluded from analyses: one did not follow instructions to look at the 
hand, one reported having a traumatic pain experience in the past and a heightened sensitivity to 
thermal pain, and there was a software problem with one subject. In addition, one subject was 
excluded from only threshold analyses due to a computer crash and loss of data. Two subjects 
were excluded from only the pain scaling portion of the experiment. There was a software 
problem for one of them, so pain scaling was not performed, and the other declined to participate 
in this portion of the experiment. 
Apparatus 
 The thermal stimuli were delivered via a TSAII Medoc Neurosensory Analyzer thermal 
stimulator with a 16x16 mm thermode, which changed temperatures throughout the experiment 
(see Appendix: Image 1 and 2). The Medoc took commands from a computer via two programs. 
For the threshold measurements, Medoc Main Station proprietary software was used, which 
consisted of a program running four trials of cool and warm thresholds and three trials of cold 
pain and heat pain thresholds. When the subject indicated the sensation, a key press on the 
keyboard by the experimenter reset the temperature to a baseline temperature of 32 degrees 
Celsius. For pain scaling measurements, a TSAII program written by Oliver Monbureau of the 
UNC School of Dentistry was used.  
 Participants viewed their hand during the experiment through a viewing tube on top of a 
wooden box with no interior visual size cues (see Appendix: Images 3-5). The box was painted 
black on the exterior and white on the inside. It contained a curtain in the front, which subjects 
lifted to insert their hand. The box was open in the back to accommodate the stimulator, which 
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was strung under a piece of cardboard to expose only the thermode. A light was attached to the 
ceiling of the box to make sure the hand was clearly visible. An infrared thermometer was 
attached to the top of the box and angled toward the participant’s hand. The inside of the box 
was not visible to the participant except through the tube, which contained either a flat piece of 
glass, a 2x magnification lens, a 2x reduction lens, or a piece of cardboard over the lens blocking 
the view inside the box. Participants viewed their hands in one of these four conditions in order 
to discount confounding order effects. Participants wore a smock, a plain black piece of fabric 
that velcroed in the back, to block their view of their hands and body outside the box.  
Procedures 
 Participants were in one of four conditions: 2x magnified, 2x minified, normal view, or 
view-blocked/no vison. Participants in the view-blocked condition were asked to look toward 
where they thought their hand was inside the box, rather than looking at their hand. The rest of 
the procedures were consistent across groups. Participants were asked to close their eyes as they 
inserted their hand into the box until their hand was positioned correctly on the thermode. They 
positioned the thenar area (the ball of their thumb) of their dominant hand on the thermode. They 
were asked to adjust their position until they could see their hand through the tube and to 
continue looking at their hand throughout the experiment. Participants used their dominant eye to 
look into the box to minimize distraction from the other eye and to minimize discomfort from 
keeping one eye closed throughout the experiment. To determine the dominant eye, participants 
stood at least six feet away from the experimenter. The experimenter covered one eye and asked 
the participant to point with the dominant hand, determined by self-report, to the experimenter’s 
open eye. Whichever eye the participant’s finger was lined up with was recorded as the dominant 
eye. 
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 The temperature of each participant’s hand was taken via the infrared thermometer (1) 
after inserting the hand into the box, (2) after the threshold measurements, and (3) after the pain-
scaling portion of the experiment. Participants were asked to close their eyes during temperature 
measurements. 
 Questionnaires. All participants completed two questionnaires at the beginning of the 
experiment: a demographic form and a current pain questionnaire. The demographic information 
form asked for age, gender, race, ethnicity, and dominant hand. This information was used to 
determine which hand participants would use during the experiment. Next, we administered a 
Current Pain Questionnaire, which asked participants to rate any pain they were experiencing at 
the moment, or had experienced over the past two weeks, on a 0-100 scale, and to indicate the 
location of the pain. It also asked whether they had chronic pain, or pain lasting at least three 
months.  
 Aside from the two initial questionnaires, participants completed a Post-Experiment 
Questionnaire (PEQ) following the threshold and pain scaling portions of the experiment. There 
were two versions of this questionnaire. The short version was administered to the view-blocked 
condition and omitted questions about how the hand looked. This questionnaire contained a 
question asking if they noticed anything strange about how their hand felt during the experiment 
and, if so, to explain. It also contained an item asking participants to state numerically how large 
and how far away their hand felt. It explained that a 100 would be considered normal, while 200 
would be twice as large and twice as far away, and a 50 would mean the hand felt half as large 
and half as far away as normal. Lastly, there was a question asking if, at any point, their hand felt 
like it was not part of their body.  
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 The long version of the Post-Experiment Questionnaire, which was administered to the 
magnify, normal, and minify conditions, included the previous questions as well as questions 
asking participants to state numerically how large and how far away their hand looked. This 
numeric scale was the same as in the short version, with 100 being normal. It also asked them to 
say whether or not they noticed anything strange about how their hand looked, and if they did 
notice anything, to state at what point during the experiment they noticed this.  
 Threshold Measures. Threshold measurements were obtained via the ascending method 
of limits. Participants indicated thresholds by saying the word “now” when they first felt the 
indicated sensation. In the first four trials, we asked participants to indicate when they first felt a 
“cool” sensation, followed by four trials of a “warm” sensation. The next three trials asked 
participants to indicate when the sensation first felt painfully cold, followed by three trials of 
painfully hot. We averaged the thresholds across trials for each sensation to determine cool, 
warm, cold pain, and heat pain thresholds. Between trials, the thermode returned to a baseline 
temperature of 32 degrees Celsius. The thermode changed temperature at a speed of 0.5 degrees 
Celsius per second for cool and warm thresholds, and at 1 degree per second for cold pain and 
heat pain thresholds. For safety reasons, in the cold and heat pain trials, the temperature stopped 
and returned to baseline if a temperature of zero degrees or 52 degrees was reached, respectively. 
When subjects did not report pain before these temperatures were reached on any given trial, 
zero or 52 degrees was used for cold pain or heat pain threshold for that trial, respectively. 
Participants were notified that the temperature would begin changing “in a few seconds” to keep 
them unaware of specific timing, but allow them to expect the sensation and be prepared. The 
actual inter-trial interval varied between three and five seconds for cool and warm trials, and was 
fixed at 10 seconds between cold pain and heat pain trials. In addition, participants were asked to 
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move their hand slightly after each trial to avoid adaptation of any given skin region. They were 
asked to keep some portion of the ball of their thumb on the thermode in all trials. 
 Pain Scaling. Next, participants were told they would feel a series of heat pulses and be 
asked to rate their pain. The start of each pulse was indicated by a sound, which was a single 
“ding,” and the heat stimulus lasted for six seconds. Then, a two-tone sound indicated that the 
pulse was over and participants were asked to give a pain rating. The heat pulse temperatures 
were 41, 43, 45, 47, and 49 degrees Celsius. They were first presented in ascending, and then in 
descending order such that each temperature was administered twice. Baseline temperature for 
this part of the experiment was 37 degrees Celsius because of the higher temperatures being used 
as stimuli. The temperature rose at a rate of 5 degrees per second. After each pulse, participants 
verbally rated their pain on a scale of pain intensity ranging from 0 to 100, with 0 being no pain 
and 100 being the most intense pain imaginable. After a rating was given, there was a five-
second period at baseline before the next heat stimulus began. If subjects gave a pain rating of a 
90 or higher for any temperature, they were asked to lift their hand off the stimulator for any 
temperature greater than or equal to the one that elicited the rating and return it for the next 
lowest temperature. Subsequently, whatever rating they gave for that temperature was used as 
their pain rating for any temperatures not administered. 
 Next, the length of the palm of their hand, from the crease at their wrist to the tip of their 
middle finger (or to the tip of their longest finger if the middle finger was not longest), was 
measured in centimeters rounded to the first decimal place using a ruler. Finally, subjects were 
debriefed and awarded participation credit. 
 
 





 Thresholds were averaged across trials to get one cool, one warm, one cold pain, and one 
heat pain threshold per subject. Thresholds were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA with 
condition as the independent variable. The effect of group was not significant for the cool 
thresholds, F(3, 72) = .148, p = .931, the warm thresholds, F(3, 72) = 1.40, p = .249, the cold 
pain thresholds, F(3, 72) = 1.89, p = .139, or the heat pain thresholds, F(3, 72) = .690, p = .561. 
These data with the means are displayed in Table 1. 
Pain Scaling 
 The two pain ratings per temperature were averaged for each subject. These data were 
then analyzed using a 5 (temperature) x 4 (condition) repeated measures ANOVA. The test of 
sphericity was not passed, and Greenhouse Geisser measures were used. There was a significant 
main effect of the within groups variable of temperature such that higher temperatures were rated 
significantly more painful than lower temperatures, F(1.53, 110) = 158, p < .001. Neither the 
main effect of the between groups measure of condition, F(3,72) = 1.61, p = .194, nor the 
interaction between the variables, F(4.58, 110) = .810, p = .536, was significant. Figure 1 shows 
the means with standard errors. Although the effect of group was not significant, the data show a 
trend such that the altered vision groups tended to rate the temperatures higher than did the 
normal and no vision groups.  
Hand Temperatures 
 Hand temperatures were analyzed with a 3 (time of measurement) x 4 (condition) 
repeated measures ANOVA. Again, Greenhouse Geisser measures were used because the test of 
sphericity was not passed. There was a significant main effect of the within subjects variable of  





Descriptives for Threshold Measurements 
 
 Magnify Minify Normal No vision   
 M SE M SE M SE M SE F (3, 72) p 
Cool 
threshold 
28.5 0.38 28.8 0.48 28.3 0.45 28.5 0.51 .148 .931 
Warm 
threshold 
35.0 1.11 35.6 1.27 35.4 1.17 36.0 2.31 1.402 .249 
Cold pain 
threshold 
13.0 7.34 10.1 6.52 16.0 8.16 13.0 8.45 1.889 .139 
Heat pain 
threshold 
45.3 3.01 44.7 4.04 43.7 3.95 44.9 3.34 .690 .561 
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time of measurement, F(1.5, 105) = 16.6, p < .001, such that hand temperature went up across 
measurements. The main effect of condition was not significant, F(3, 70) = 1.28, p = .287, nor 
was the interaction, F(4.51, 105) = .649, p = .647. This data is shown in Figure 2. 
Questionnaires 
 The long version of the Post-Experiment Questionnaire (PEQ) contained questions about 
the size and distance the hand looked to be. This was not administered in the no vision condition 
because subjects in that condition could not see the hand. The short version of the PEQ was 
administered to all subjects and contained questions about the size and distance the hand felt. The 
data from these questionnaires were analyzed with a one-way ANOVA. As shown in Table 2, 
there was a significant main effect of condition on the distance the hand felt, F(3, 73) = 5.15, p = 
.003, such that subjects in the magnify group felt their hand to be closer than subjects in the 
minify group, t(35) = 4.13, p < .001, the subjects in the normal group, t(37) = 2.15, p = .039, and 
the no vision group, t(37) = 2.08, p = .044. The minify group felt their hand to be significantly 
farther away than the normal group, t(36) = 2.04, p = .048. No other differences between groups 
were significant. 
 Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics for the long PEQ. There was a significant main 
effect of condition for both the size the hand looked, F(2, 54) = 22.7, p < .001, and the distance 
away the hand looked, F(2, 54) = 5.92, p = .005. Subjects in the magnify group reported their 
hand to look significantly larger than the normal, t(37) = 2.09, p = .043, and minify groups, t(35) 
= 6.33, p < .001. The normal group reported their hand to look significantly larger than the 
minify group, t(36) = 5.34, p < .001. For the distance the hand looked, the magnify group 
reported their hand to look significantly closer than the minify group, t(35) = 2.73, p = .01, but  
 
 












































Descriptives for the short PEQ 
 Magnify Minify Normal No vision   
 M SE M SE M SE M SE F(3, 73) p 
Size felt 123 9.20 105 6.65 101 4.09 106 6.34 2.066 .112 
Distance felt 84.7 6.82 136 10.6 109 8.63 110 9.81 5.174 .003 
 
  




Descriptives for the long PEQ 
 Magnify Minify Normal   
 M SE M SE M SE F(2, 54) p 
Size looked 134 9.97 59.2 6.01 109 6.95 22.692 <.001 
Distance looked 94 11.9 148 16.2 98.8 7.74 5.924 .005 
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not the normal group, t(37) = .360, p = .721. The normal group did report their hand to look 
significantly closer than the minify group, t(36) = 2.84, p = .007.   
Further Analyses 
 Because Walk and Heller (2014) reported a gender difference in size estimations of the 
hand, we examined any gender differences in pain measurements. We first looked at the 
threshold measurements using a 2 (sex) x 4 (condition) ANOVA. Table 4 shows descriptive 
statistics for these data. There was a significant main effect of sex for both cold pain, F(1, 68) = 
5.76, p = .019, and heat pain thresholds, F(1, 68) = 14.4, p < .001, such that males had lower 
cold pain thresholds and higher heat pain thresholds than females. There was a marginally 
significant effect of sex for warm thresholds, F(1, 68) = 3.75, p = .057, such that males tended to 
have higher thresholds than females, but no effect of sex for cool thresholds, F(1, 68) = 3.01, p = 
.087. There was no significant interaction of sex and condition for any of the cool, F(3, 68) = 
1.29, p = .286, warm, F(3, 68) = 1.35, p = .265, cold pain, F(3, 68) = .278, p = .841, or heat pain 
thresholds, F(3, 68) = .537, p = .659.  
 Pain scaling and gender data were analyzed with a 2 (sex) x 4 (condition) x 5 
(temperature) repeated measures ANOVA with sex and condition as between subjects variables 
and temperature as a within subjects variable. Table 5 shows these data. As stated earlier, there 
was a significant effect of temperature, F(4, 67), p < .001, such that higher temperatures were 
rated more painful than lower temperatures. There was no effect of sex, F(1, 67) = .040, p = 
.842, and there were no significant interactions between temperature and sex, F(1.43, 98.8) = 










Means for gender and thresholds 
 
 Magnify Minify Normal No Vision 
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 
 M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD 
Cool 
threshold 
27.7 1.77 29.2 1.13 27.7 2.70 29.4 1.19 28.7 1.55 28.1 2.25 28.1 2.55 28.7 2.16 
Warm 
threshold 
35.4 1.34 34.6 .554 36.5 .997 35.0 1.06 35.1 .821 35.5 1.33 36.7 3.53 35.7 1.82 
Cold pain 
threshold 
11.0 8.29 15.2 5.75 7.54 5.12 11.6 7.00 11.5 7.54 18.4 7.67 11.3 10.6 13.5 7.95 
Heat pain 
threshold 
46.4 1.68 44.0 3.72 47.6 2.16 42.9 3.92 45.7 3.16 42.6 4.03 46.4 3.60 44.3 3.20 
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 Finally, as more of a manipulation check, we isolated the data from the 31 subjects who 
reported on the PEQ that their hand did at some point feel as if it was not part of the body. As 
this was an open-ended question, we took any answer containing the word yes as a positive 
response, as well as any response suggesting a yes, such as “kind of” or “at times.” We 
performed the same threshold and pain scaling analyses to these data to determine if there would 
be a difference in only the subjects who had felt some sort of disownership of the limb. For the 
pain scaling portion, a 5 (temperature) x 4 (condition) x 2 (dissociation) repeated measures 
ANOVA was used to analyze the data. There was no significant difference between those who 
dissociated their hand and those who did not, F(1, 67) = .317, p = .576. There was also no 
significant interaction between the factors of temperature and dissociation, F(1.49, 100) = .225, p 
= .733, or the factors of temperature, dissociation, and condition, F(4.48, 100) = 1.14, p = .342. 
For the thresholds, a 4 (condition) x 2 (dissociation) univariate ANOVA was used. For cool 
thresholds, the main effect of condition was not significant, F(3, 68) = .172, p = .915, nor was 
the main effect of dissociation, F(1, 68) = 1.81, p = .183, and there was no significant 
interaction, F(3, 68) = .993, p = .402. For warm thresholds, the main effect of condition was not 
significant, F(3, 68) = 1.86, p = .144. Neither was the main effect of dissociation, F(1, 68) = 
.311, p = .579, nor the interaction, F(3, 68) = 1.34, p = .270. There was no significant main effect 
of condition, F(3, 68) = 1.68, p = .179, or dissociation, F(1, 68) = .285, p = .595, or an 
interaction of the two, F(3, 68) = 1.26, p = .296, for cold pain thresholds. Lastly, for heat pain 
thresholds, there was no main effect of condition, F(3, 68) = .385, p = .764, dissociation, F(1, 
68) = .796, p = .375, or an interaction, F(3, 68) = .736, p = .534.  
 
  





Descriptives for gender and pain scaling 
 
 Magnify Minify Normal No Vision 
Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 
 M SE M SE M SE M SE M SE M SE M SE M SE 
41 Deg. 10.2 3.35 9.83 3.53 4.50 4.00 13.5 3.20 7.14 4.00 4.23 2.94 8.08 4.34 5.04 3.10 
43 Deg. 17.9 4.52 17.3 4.77 7.50 5.40 21.3 4.31 16.3 5.40 8.92 3.97 14.0 5.84 10.8 4.13 
45 Deg. 29.5 5.43 26.3 5.72 12.5 6.49 29.6 5.18 22.6 6.49 16.0 4.76 19.8 7.01 18.7 4.96 
47 Deg. 39.1 7.05 38.7 7.43 25.6 8.43 45.2 6.72 33.9 8.43 24.3 6.18 30.0 9.10 29.9 6.44 
49 Deg. 51.6 7.87 53.4 8.29 35.9 9.40 52.3 7.50 52.3 9.40 31.9 6.90 39.3 10.2 36.0 7.18 
 
  




 Overall, the data support the idea that changing the visual size of the hand does not affect 
how pain is perceived in measures of thresholds or suprathreshold pain ratings. The 
questionnaires, as a manipulation check, showed that we were successful at changing the visual 
size of the hand, but not at changing the actual size the hand felt to the subject. While this could 
indicate that the manipulation was not strong enough to induce changes in felt hand size, it could 
also indicate that changing the visual size of the hand is not enough to affect the felt size of the 
hand, which could indicate a relationship between the visual and proprioceptive aspects of body 
representations. 
 The current data contrast with those of previous research. In their 2011 study, Manicini, 
Longo, Kammers, and Haggard reported that magnifying the view of the hand resulted in less 
pain, while minifying the hand resulted in more pain compared to viewing the hand at normal 
size. They reported a manipulation check in which they asked subjects to indicate the size their 
hand felt by adjusting two visible points to reflect the width of the hand. They found that the 
magnified group estimated their hand size to be larger than the normal group, who estimated 
hand size to be larger than the minified group. However, it is not clear that their instructions to 
subjects made a distinction between the size the hand looked and the size it felt, so it is difficult 
to relate this manipulation check to that in the current study.  
 Differences in methodology between the two studies could account for the effect on pain 
they found. For one, the Mancini study had an adaptation period of ten minutes to induce the 
illusion of hand size. They also measured only heat pain thresholds, while this study measured 
both cold and heat pain thresholds as well as pain ratings of heat pulses. By the time subjects in 
our study had gotten to the heat pain thresholds, they had been fixating on the hand for a few 
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minutes. Although we did not have a specific adaptation phase, this time period between putting 
the hand in the box and getting to the heat pain thresholds should be analogous to an adaptation 
phase. Also, subjects were exposed to only one of four conditions in the present study, while in 
the Mancini study, subjects were assigned to either a hand or object condition and exposed to all 
visual sizes within that condition. Mancini also used a mirror illusion method to change the size 
of the hand so that subjects were looking at a mirror image of their right hand made to look like 
their left hand. To further their illusion, they placed a fake stimulator on the right hand to make 
subjects feel as if they were looking at the hand actually being stimulated. Therefore, the 
stimulus, although fake, was visible throughout the experiment and changed size when the hand 
did. It is possible, then, that they were measuring the effects of changing the size of the 
stimulator, rather than the effects of changing the size of the hand.  
 There are a few possibilities for why the change in the size of the stimulus could create 
the effects that were found. First, it is possible that increasing the size of the stimulus makes the 
subject feel more informed about the stimulus, thereby making him or her feel more in control of 
the situation, leading to less perceived pain. Alternately, decreasing the size of the stimulus 
would make the subject feel less informed and therefore less in control, leading to more pain.  
 It is also possible that a similarity to the size-weight illusion was occurring. In this 
illusion, higher density of an object can make it feel heavier than another object with lower 
density. For example, one pound of feathers, or something that would take up a larger space, 
would feel lighter than one pound of lead, which would occupy only a small area of space 
because its weight feels more concentrated (Ellis & Lederman, 1993). In the case of pain, the 
subject is experiencing the same stimulus applying the same temperatures in all three conditions, 
but seeing a large stimulus produce the same amount of heat as a smaller stimulus may make the 
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large stimulus feel less painful, while a smaller stimulus giving the same temperature as a larger 
one may make it feel more painful. 
 Despite not finding significance in the current study, some trends may warrant further 
research. For example, the pain scaling data trend for the altered vision groups to have slightly 
more pain than the unaltered vision groups could be an effect that could be found with a larger 
sample size or with a definitive adaptation phase. 
 Directions for future research include changing the visual size of the hand while 
administering a non-thermal pain stimulus to test the differences in hand temperature related to 
dissociation as well as to see if vision has a different impact on different kinds of pain. Looking 
back at the theory of multiple body systems and the two main hypotheses, the first could better 
be supported if a future study incorporated an aspect of movement, which involves the motor 
system, as well as proprioception, during a similar study to test the effects of changing multiple 
systems.  
 This study used similar experimental manipulations to that of Walk and Heller (2014) 
and Mancini, Longo, Kammers, and Haggard (2011) to attempt to reproduce the effects they 
found. It would be interesting and important to next look at the findings of Moseley, Parsons, 
and Spence (2008), who found that minifying the hand led to reduced pain, while magnifying the 
hand led to increased pain compared to viewing the hand at normal size in chronic pain patients. 
This study incorporated movement, and therefore could not be looking at the effects of vision 
alone. Overall, more research is needed to discover the effects of visual distortion on pain 
perception and the cognitive processes at work underlying the relationship between vision, pain, 
and body representations. 
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Image 1. 16x16 mm thermode. 
 
Image 2. Medoc Neurosensory Analyzer with thermode 




Image 3. Viewing box with viewing tube. 
 
Image 4. Subject with hand in box looking through viewing tube. 




Image 5. View of subject’s hand in box from the rear of the box. 
